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Prior to Hilton Davis Chemical Co. v. Warner-Jenkinson Co., the doctrine of equivalents consisted of the function-way-result
test and its arguably inconsistent application.1 The United States Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit used Hilton Davis
in an attempt to clarify the doctrine of equivalents by asking whether it requires any steps in addition to the
function-way-result test.2 The court had ordered the parties to the suit to file supplemental briefs to address this question and
two others.3 Deciding whether the doctrine of equivalents requires additional steps *276 involves consideration of the
relevant factors used in applying the doctrine and the policies behind equivalent infringement analysis.
The Federal Circuit in Hilton Davis held that determining infringement under the doctrine of equivalents “requires proof of
insubstantial differences between the claimed and accused products or processes.”4 The court found that analysis of claimed
inventions and accused devices under the doctrine of equivalents includes consideration of all evidence relevant to
substantiality of the differences.5 Relevant evidence may include evidence of interchangeability known to those skilled in the

art, evidence of copying, and a variety of other factors.6 The function-way-result test remains a test for the doctrine of
equivalents,7 but it is supplemented by other evidence relevant to substantiality of the differences.
Considering the Federal Circuit’s emphasis that infringement under the doctrine of equivalents means that there is an
insubstantial difference between the accused device and the claimed invention, the function-way-result test better fits into the
analysis as one form of relevant evidence, rather than as a test for infringement. The Federal Circuit’s present view of the
doctrine of equivalents broadens the scope of the doctrine by permitting more evidence to be used in equivalents analysis.8
But, merely describing the test as determining an insubstantial difference between a claimed invention and an accused device
does not guide application of the test. This paper discusses evidence relevant to the test, then suggests how to use the factors
in applying the test.
I. Policies Behind the Doctrine of Equivalents
The doctrine of equivalents exists between competing policies of patent law. The ultimate goal of patent law is to “promote
the Progress of Science and useful Arts” through the grant to inventors of an exclusive right for a limited time.9 The *277
doctrine grew from competing policies that promote this goal.10 The Supreme Court viewed the doctrine of equivalents as a
way to provide continued meaning to a patent grant.11 In defining the function-way-result test, the Court described the
doctrine as a way to prevent theft of the “benefit of the invention.”12 Limiting an inventor to the precise words of the claim
would allow others to take the invention while leaving an inventor with the form of the patent, but not its benefit.13
Broadening the right to exclude allows an inventor to retain the benefit of an invention. Patents, however, must distinctly
claim the subject matter of the patent.14 Thus, competing policies of allowing inventors the benefit of their inventions while
requiring distinct claims influence the doctrine. The claims of a patent must be distinct so as to provide the public with fair
notice of an invention’s boundaries, but a patentee must be protected from those who would try to steal the benefit of the
invention.15 Application of the doctrine balances between competing policies promoting the useful arts.
In appropriate circumstances, this balance between policies broadens the scope of equivalents of the patent. Application of
the doctrine is often referred to as an exception to the rule that patentees are limited to their claims.16 This exception broadens
the right to exclude others.17 In effect, the rule treats the claims as examples that may be expanded to the extent that external
factors, such as the prior art, will allow.18 Expanding the right to exclude provides the inventor with the entire benefit of the
patent by covering an accused device that embodies the invention but does not literally meet the patent claims.19 This
expansion of the patent right meets the policy of giving a patent holder the benefit of his invention. Its overuse, however, may
diminish the policy of providing notice to the public through patent *278 claims. Viewing the doctrine as an exceptional
remedy furthers the purpose of allowing the public to rely on the claims.20 Courts applying the doctrine of equivalents should
consider how its use furthers the policies behind the doctrine.
II. Evidence Relevant to the Doctrine of Equivalents
A variety of factors in addition to the function-way-result tripartite test affect the doctrine of equivalents. These factors
include whether the invention is considered to be pioneering or whether the patentee is attempting to enlarge the claim
coverage to include disclosed but unclaimed subject matter.21 Determining equivalents involves interpreting the claims in
relation to the prior art, representations in the patent specification and prosecution history, and the circumstances of the
individual case.22 These factors affect the scope of equivalents in different ways.
A. Pioneering Patent or Crowded Field
A spectrum from a pioneering patent to one in a crowded art influences the range of equivalents available to the patentee. The
doctrine of equivalents applies to both pioneer patents and patents made of a combination of known elements.23 An
invention’s place along this spectrum depends on the circumstances of the invention.24 The range of technological advance is
mirrored in gradations of equivalents.25 A pioneer patent would be entitled to receive the widest range of *279 equivalents,
whereas an improvement patent in a crowded art would be entitled to a very narrow range of equivalents.26
Part of the difficulty in determining the range applicable to an invention is in defining what constitutes a pioneer patent. One
definition of a pioneer patent describes it as “a distinct step in the progress of the art, distinguished from a mere improvement
or perfection of what had gone before.”27 Such a distinct step must go farther than merely meeting the requirements of

patentability. Similarly, a pioneer patent can be considered as one in an area with little or no prior art.28 While prior art can act
to limit the scope of equivalents, an absence of prior art leaves room for a larger range of equivalents.29 Pioneering status is
not conferred just for commercial success for the invention, as many inventions enjoy commercial success.30
The spectrum of equivalents changes the scope of equivalents, but not the way infringement is determined.31 A patentee may
have the scope of equivalents of the invention’s claims expanded, but the range will still be limited by the structural and
functional limitations of the claims.32 In essence, the more innovative the invention, the broader its range of equivalents.
B. Prior Art
Prior art acts to limit the range of equivalents, for equivalents may not include what the prior art discloses.33 The doctrine of
equivalents expands the right to exclude, rather than expanding the patent claims.34 A patentee cannot use the doctrine to
obtain “coverage which he could not lawfully have obtained from the PTO by literal claims.”35 Matter within the public
domain cannot be included in the *280 range of equivalents.36 To illustrate the extent that prior art limited the range, the court
in Wilson Sporting Goods developed the hypothetical claims test.37 Prior art limits the available range, so the closer the
pertinent prior art to the claims in issue, the narrower the range of equivalents.
C. Prosecution History
In addition to the prior art, the prosecution history also acts to limit the range of equivalents. Prosecution history will serve to
limit the scope of equivalents by excluding interpretations that the patentee disclaimed in order to obtain claim issuance
during prosecution.38 Disclaimer applies when a patent applicant affirmatively relinquishes the subject matter during
prosecution.39 Relinquishment becomes estoppel because a competitor should be able to reasonably rely upon the applicant’s
giving up of subject matter which causes a patent to issue.40 Prosecution history estoppel prevents a patentee from regaining
through litigation subject matter that was given up during prosecution.41 Estoppel in this manner limits equivalents to a range
bound by subject matter relinquished in prosecution.
E. Copying
Copying may be used as a factor in an application of the doctrine of equivalents. An early Supreme Court case described a
patent’s claims as covering the patentee’s described invention and “all other forms which embody his invention.”42
Equivalents infringement would occur if the accused device copied the “principle or mode of operation” even if it differed in
form.43 The Court found that a patent grant described the invention and its form and claimed that form plus “every form in
which [the] invention may be copied.”44 Evidence of copying a patented invention can be found through insubstantial changes
from the claimed invention, as *281 a copyist is likely to “introduce minor variations to conceal and shelter the piracy.”45
Evidence of copying was an important element of early doctrine of equivalents analysis.
The focus on using equivalents to stop copyists continued in Graver Tank, where the Supreme Court recognized that
permitting copying threatened to make the patent grant a “hollow and useless thing.”46 The Court explained that limiting
infringement analysis to only literal infringement would allow copyists to evade the literal language of a claim while
appropriating the benefit of the invention. The Court warned that “[s]uch a limitation would leave room for--indeed
encourage--the unscrupulous copyist to make unimportant and insubstantial changes and substitutions in the patent which,
although adding nothing, would be enough to take the copied matter outside the claim, and hence outside the reach of patent
law.”47
The Federal Circuit in Hilton Davis maintained this standard by describing copying as relevant to proof of an insubstantial
difference.48 Although a copyist might try to conceal the copy, as long as the copy is substantially the same as the invention, it
infringes.49 Evidence of copying can be relevant to equivalents analysis. While the practice of copying was a motivating
factor in the development of the doctrine of equivalents, it has been relegated to a relevant, but not determinative issue.
F. Independent Development and Designing Around the Patent
Other related factors relevant to application of the doctrine of equivalents are independent development and designing around

the patent. If independent development results in a device significantly different from the claimed invention, the devices may
not be substantially similar even if the accused device “might perform substantially the same function in the same way to
obtain the same result.”50 Using independent development in this manner protects accused infringers from liability even if an
accused device fits within the tripartite test. In applying the doctrine of equivalents in Graver Tank, the Supreme Court noted,
“[w]ithout some explanation or indication that [the accused device] was developed by independent research, the trial court
could properly infer that the accused [device] is the result of *282 imitation rather than experimentation or invention.”51 This
statement is consistent with the idea that designing around patents is acceptable.52 Independent development and designing
around a patent help an accused infringer to avoid a judgment of infringement under the doctrine.53
Evidence of independent development is relevant in infringement analysis to protect those who do not know a patent exists
but develop an invention similar to the claimed invention.54 Protecting independent development does not undermine
protections against copying, as copying suggests that an accused infringer knew of the patent and tried to evade the claims
through insubstantial changes.55 An independent developer who has no knowledge of a patent cannot steal the benefit of an
invention.
Designing around a patent is distinguishable from copying.56 Designing around a patent is encouraged as a way to innovate,
whereas copying amounts to stealing the invention.57 A successful design around, however, should result in a device that does
not infringe a patent either literally or equivalently. Copying should be viewed as being at the opposite end of a spectrum
from both independent development and designing around.58 This spectrum influences application of the doctrine of
equivalents. Scope of equivalents is broader at the copying end of the spectrum, meaning an accused device is more likely to
infringe. At the other end of the spectrum, the doctrine results in narrower scopes and decreases the likelihood that an
accused device infringes.
*283 III. Test for the Doctrine of Equivalents
A. Insubstantial Difference
Doctrine of equivalents analysis may begin with the question, “has a substantial change been made?”59 If this question is
answered in the negative, then the application of the doctrine is desirable and the accused may be held liable for
infringement.60
An insubstantial difference appears as a slight change from the literal claims of the patent.61 Differences that are unimportant
and add nothing to the device, but manage to avoid the claim language are considered insubstantial.62 Whether a change adds
nothing to the accused device should be viewed from the perspective of one skilled in the art.63 If one skilled in the art sees a
change as adding “nothing of significance,” then that change is insubstantial and the accused device is equivalent to the
claimed invention.64 It has been found that if a patented device and accused device operate under the same principle, then the
differences are insubstantial.65 In general, the greater the similarity between the accused device and the claimed invention, the
greater the likelihood of a court applying the doctrine of equivalents.66
Proving infringement under the doctrine of equivalents requires proof of insubstantial differences between the claimed
invention and the accused device.67 The Hilton Davis court based this statement of the test on Supreme Court precedent and
listed examples of Federal Circuit precedent which had used the standard of insubstantial differences.68 Hilton Davis also
included a list of evidence relevant to the test. The court, however, did not rank the factors beyond describing the factors as
relevant.
The factors relevant to the doctrine of equivalents may be analyzed so as to give clearer meaning to the phrase “insubstantial
differences.” Although the *284 doctrine of equivalents is “not the prisoner of formula,”69 it is helpful to arrange the relevant
evidence in order to clarify the test for infringement. Some of the evidentiary factors provide meaning as to “insubstantial,”
while other factors provide meaning to “difference.” Analysis of differences should focus upon the claimed invention and the
accused device, while factors relating to the circumstances of the invention, the inventor, or the accused infringer will affect
the amount of difference that should be called insubstantial. A useful distinction between factors applicable to differences and
factors applicable to insubstantiality is whether the factors relate to the accused device or whether they lead to an inference
related to the range of equivalents.

B. Factors Relating to “Difference”
When defining “difference” in equivalents analysis one must compare the accused device with the claimed invention. A
limited analysis of the accused device and the claimed invention allows for a clear focus on the differences between them.
The function-way-result tripartite test focuses on the differences and provides meaning to the term.
The tripartite test illustrates differences between the claimed invention and the accused device. This test considers any
possible similarity.70 Established use of the tripartite test can continue, but in cases where other relevant evidence is involved,
the test will help to define the substantiality of the difference rather than follow its older role of completely determining
equivalents infringement. Investigating function, way, and result and the associated evidence will adequately describe the
differences. It is therefore the appropriate test to give meaning to the differences part of equivalents analysis.
C. Factors Relating to “Insubstantial”
Several factors considered relevant to equivalents infringement provide meaning to the term “insubstantial.” Essentially,
these factors expand or contract the meaning of insubstantial depending upon the circumstances surrounding the case. If
equivalents is not to be “the prisoner of formula,” a test must include room to consider individual circumstances of an
accused infringement. Factors such as copying and pioneer status should expand the range of devices covered by
insubstantial, whereas factors like the prior art, independent development, and known interchangeability in the art should
decrease that range.
Evidence of copying forces the meaning of insubstantial to include a greater range of different devices. This use of evidence
of copying advances the goal of *285 protecting patent claims against bad actors. Evidence of copying suggests an accused
infringer attempted to evade the literal meaning of the claims while taking the benefit of the invention. Only by expanding
the meaning of insubstantial difference can the doctrine of equivalents prevent this.
In addition to copying, the pioneer status of a patent broadens the range of insubstantial. If a patent is pioneering, the patentee
should be able to capture the greater benefit associated with a pioneering invention. In contrast, a patent in a crowded field
would receive a narrow definition of insubstantial, and therefore a narrower range of equivalents. Varying the meaning of
insubstantial based on pioneering status protects the benefits of a pioneering invention to its inventor.
Several factors, however, act to decrease the scope of insubstantial. Evidence of independent development, designing around
the patent, and prior art should decrease the range of differences considered insubstantial. Independent development does not
provide information about differences between a claimed invention and an accused device.71 It does, however, provide
information as to the alleged infringement. This factor does not suggest that an accused infringer is attempting to steal any
benefit from a patentee. In the absence of literal infringement, an accused infringer who independently developed his
invention should be able to create a device closer to a claimed invention without being found liable for infringement.
Evidence of an accused infringer designing around a patent should also act to alter the scope of insubstantial. Designing
around a patent does not inform as to differences between an accused device and a claimed invention. It does, however,
suggest that the accused infringer attempted to avoid the meaning of the claims. In this sense, designing around a patent will
slightly contract the range of insubstantial. If the purpose of the doctrine of equivalents is to prevent theft of the benefit of an
invention, limiting the meaning of insubstantial will allow an inventor to retain benefits from an invention while permitting
another inventor room to create a device that does not infringe.
Another factor acting to limit the meaning of insubstantial is the prior art. The range of equivalents cannot be expanded to
include the prior art, though an exception to this is known interchangeability to those skilled in the art. Hilton Davis lists
interchangeability as a factor expanding insubstantiality.72 Hilton Davis mentions *286 interchangeability of an ingredient,73
which suggests interchangeability differs from prior art. Thus, prior art prevents insubstantial from covering a device known
in the prior art.
Generally, the factors that influence the scope of insubstantial do not directly relate to the differences between an accused
device and a claimed invention. For example, an accused infringer may provide information that he attempted to design
around a patent. Such evidence provides little information about the differences between the accused device and the claimed
invention, because it is possible that the accused infringer failed to successfully design around the claimed invention and

decided to copy the invention. Instead, these factors provide information and support inferences regarding the circumstances
surrounding the alleged infringement. By limiting these factors as to the meaning of insubstantial, a trier of fact will be able
to vary the range of equivalents to a scope appropriate to the circumstances of the alleged infringement.
IV. A Restated Test for the Doctrine of Equivalents
The policies underlying patent law have shaped the relevant factors behind the scope of equivalents. Use of these factors in
the doctrine of equivalents provides certainty in the scope of patent rights. Through exclusion from the range of equivalents
of such things as the prior art and matters relinquished during prosecution, the public can rely upon the scope of the claims
granted and the right to exclude granted to a patentee. Creating a range of equivalents, however, protects the patentee’s right
to exclude. The doctrine protects an invention without expanding the right to cover subject matters dedicated to the public.
These factors define various ranges corresponding to the essence of the invention. Greater innovation receives a greater range
for the right to exclude, which in turn does more to encourage invention.
Hilton Davis restated the test for infringement under the doctrine of equivalents as an inquiry into insubstantial difference.
The opinion listed relevant factors, but did not arrange the factors within the test. An easier way to view the test involves
arranging the relevant evidence to define infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. The function-way-result test
illustrates the meaning of difference, while the remaining factors work to develop the scope of what will be considered
insubstantial. Such an arrangement of the test makes use of the factors now considered in equivalents analysis and leaves
room to add new factors as appropriate.
*287 Factors within the test will have different effects on the result of equivalents analysis. Existing case law illustrates the
use of the tripartite test, though now it will exist within the test of infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. It will
continue to be widely used in equivalents cases. But, now that it illustrates differences between a claimed invention and an
accused device, the tripartite test will not always determine the result of equivalents analysis. The factors relating to the
meaning of insubstantial, however, will determine the result of equivalents analysis by varying the meaning of insubstantial.
Factors such as copying, pioneer status, and known interchangeability in the art will support a broader scope for the meaning
of insubstantial, and therefore, increase the likelihood of a finding of infringement under the doctrine of equivalents. Factors
such as prosecution history estoppel, a crowded field, independent development, and designing around a patent will decrease
the scope of insubstantial and decrease the likelihood of a finding of equivalents. Ordering the factors within the test of an
insubstantial difference will ease application of the test.
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